In this paper, a simple velocity-headway relation is used to describe the pedestrian following behavior in the single-file passageway. Single-file pedestrian movement experiment was conducted to obtain the distance headway-velocity data and nonlinear curve fitting to the data are executed to gain a good form of the velocity-headway equation. Referring to the ideas of car-following models, the velocityheadway relation is used as the fundamental optimal velocity function and then we adopts the optimal velocity model to study the pedestrian following behavior. Linear stability analyses give the phase diagram of the distance headway-sensitivity. Corresponding simulations are executed and the fundamental diagrams of the mean velocities are compared with the results of experiments carried out in China and Germany, and it is found that the model proposed in this paper is applicable for pedestrian following behavior. Simulation result also verifies the different physiological body sizes or psychological space requirements will have significant influence on the mean velocity. It is hoped for that this study would be useful for the evaluation of pedestrian movement in public buildings or egress passageways and the development of evacuation models.
Introduction
Bottlenecks such as exit, passageway, and stairway play the decisive role in the building evacuation. While pedestrian's behavioral characteristics and movement rules in these areas would be important references for building designers or evacuation decision makers.
In recent decades, considerable experimental and simulative studies relate to pedestrian's behavioral and movement characteristics in the bottleneck have been done [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] . It was found that congestion occurs when the pedestrian flow exceeds the capacity of the bottlenecks [3, 5] . Moussaïd et al. [6] designed a counter flow experiment to study individual's movement characteristic when encountering static or kinetic obstacle. Hoogendoorn and Daamen [4] conducted bottleneck evacuation experiment and analyzed the influence of the width of the bottleneck on evacuation efficiency. As the basic experiment to study bottleneck, single-file pedestrian movement experiments can reflect the most basic movement chrematistics and are widely carried out. Seyfried et al. [7] carried out single-file pedestrian movement experiment in Germany and obtained the fundamental diagram. Liu et al. [8] , Tian et al. [9] [10] carried out single-file experiment in China and analyzed the pedestrian's movement characteristic. Fang et al. [11] conducted controlled experiments of the single-file pedestrian movement and using the extracted data to built a continuous distance model (CDM) for the single-file pedestrian movement. Simulation results indicated that the CDM agrees well with experiments on flow-density and velocity-density relations.
Comparing with vehicle, pedestrian is more free and flexible, whose behavior is complex and is easily affected by other pedestrians or environment. However, one-dimensional pedestrian movement and vehicle movement are similar. Pedestrian movement in the single-file passageway is analogous to the car following in the single lane. It is constructed in a simple concept: a driver adjusts his velocity according to the surrounding driving condition, i.e., the motion of a car is affected by its front car. Likewise, pedestrian's walking in the single-file will also be affected by the front pedestrians. The influence factors include velocity, distance and expectation. According to the velocity diagram of pedestrians from the real world data with a raster of the lane formation, Teknomo [12] reported that pedestrians prefer to follow other pedestrians rather than make their own path, we consider pedestrian following behavior as the basic behavior for pedestrian moving. While, in vehicle traffic car-following behavior is also the basic behavior for vehicle moving. Moreover, car-following models have been very mature and are widely used to study traffic dynamic. It is worthy to point that, of most car-following models, the optimal velocity model firstly proposed by Bando [13] and revised models presented by other researchers are very charming, which is because they are simple and have few parameters, but even more important, they can achieve continuous velocity changing with time and continuous position changing with space, which is more realistic.
In this paper, we attempt to introduce the simple optimal velocity model to study single-file pedestrian movement. We focus on the relation between velocity and distance headway when pedestrian move, which has been paid little attention in most single-file pedestrian studies. The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, a single-file pedestrian movement experiment is presented and the velocity-headway relation is obtained by nonlinear curve fitting. In Section 3, an optimal velocity model for pedestrian movement is presented. Section 4 gives the linear stability analyses of the model. Section 5 shows the simulation and result, and the paper concluded at the last section.
Experiment and velocity-headway relation
As presented in [8] , experiments of the single-file pedestrian movement in a circular passageway (Fig. 1) were conducted. Six groups of experiments with pedestrian number N=1, 15, 20, 25, 30, 34 were executed. In the experiment, pedestrians were initially distributed uniformly in the passageway, and then they were instructed to pass through the passageway three times. The perimeter of the circular passageway is l=17.3 m.
In the measured section, the videos of pedestrian moving were taken and analyzed by using the mean-shift image processing algorithm as proposed in [8] . The velocity of each pedestrian and the corresponding distance headway are calculated at each second. The distance headway is defined as the distance from one person's fore breast to the back of the prior person. The original data of velocity and distance headway are presented in Fig. 2 . For curve fitting, we conduct data conversion: X=x-0.6 Y=y-0.86, and then use the Curve Fitting Toolbox in Matlab® to fit the X-Y relation. We execute two kinds of fitting: linear and nonlinear. As shown in Table 1 , we can see the nonlinear fitting gives the better goodness of fit, which imply the relation of velocity and distance headway is nonlinear. Therefore, we choose the nonlinear fitting to describe the relation, and from Fig. 3 it can be seen the fitting agrees with experiment data well. We converse X-Y result to x-y Equation:
0.7805 tanh(2.855 2.1498) 1.024
As the distance headway we obtain from experiment ranges from 0.19 m to 1.2 m, it may be inaccurate to use the fitted regression Equation to predict the velocity with lower distance headway than 0.19 m. For example, the velocity given by the fitted regression Equation is 0.2644 m/s when the distance headway x equals to zero, which may be not realistic. For the reason of lacking data at distance headway lower than 0.19 m, we assume the velocity equals to zero when the distance headway equals to zero and a linear relation fulfilled, then we obtain the velocity-headway relation as follows: 
In Fig. 4 , the red dash line corresponds to the linear assumption and the green solid curve represents the fitted velocityheadway relation. It can be seen this relation can describe the original experiment data well and this relation will be the fundamental function of the modelling in next section. 
Model
As pedestrian traffic system is similar to the vehicle traffic flow in many respects, one can use the vehicle traffic flow model to study pedestrian traffic. The single-file pedestrian movement is analogous to the car-following and then it is worthy borrowing ideas of car-following models to study pedestrian following. Main car-following models include GazisHerman-Rothery (GHR) model, Safety distance or collision avoidance model, Linear model, Pyscho-physical model, Fuzzy logic-based model [14] . Nearly, models that based on cellular automata (e.g., NarSch model [15] ) and optimal velocity (e.g., Bando [13] ) are catching increasing attention. It is noted that the revised optimal velocity models are very charming microscopic traffic models for their simplicity and their few parameters, but even more important, they can achieve continuous velocity changing with time and continuous position changing with space, which is more realistic. Therefore, we choose Jiang's FVD model [16] , a revised optimal velocity car-following model, as our basic pedestrian-following regulation and meanwhile because it contains velocity difference item:
where a is a sensitive coefficient that represent the time delay of pedestrian's reaction, 
The optimal velocity function ( ( )) n V x t Δ reflects the pedestrian's velocity expectation and describes the relation between velocity and distance headway, hence, the velocity-headway relation proposed in Equation (2) 
Linear stability analyses
We apply the linear stability theory to the above model. First, we define the state of the uniform pedestrian flow with constant distance headway b and optimal speed V(b), then the steady state flow solution is:
Suppose ( ) n y t is a small deviation from the steady state of the nth pedestrian:
x t x t y t = +
Substituting Equation (6) and (7) into Equation (3), then we can obtain the linear Equation: 
Set t=0 and Equation can be written as:
The Equation (10) 
Then, the neutral stability criterion can be derived:
Thus, the stability condition is:
According to Equation (13), the phase diagram can be obtained, as shown in Fig. 5 , it is clearly that, as the increasing of parameter λ , the stable area of the system will be enlarged, which demonstrates that the velocity difference item can increase the stability of the system. In vehicle traffic system, the velocity difference has a significant effect on the carfollowing stability, while in pedestrian traffic system the influence of velocity difference will not be obvious unless there are large velocity difference values. 
Simulation and result
We carry out simulations of a single-file pedestrian movement under the periodic boundary condition using the model we proposed above. The periodic boundary has a length of 17.3 m as the experiment. Before simulation, N persons distribute uniformly along the length of the periodic boundary. For each person, we set an attribute set which includes serial number, position, velocity, acceleration, distance headway, and velocity difference. In each time step, a pedestrian-following process is conducted and the attributes are updated. Here one time step corresponds to 0.1 s. Other parameters used in this simulation are as follows: To verify the applicability of the optimal velocity model for pedestrian following behavior, we investigate the fundamental diagram derived from simulation and compare it with the results of two existing single-file pedestrian movement experiments. The experiment conducted by the authors' research group [8] and the experiment carried by Seyfried [7] show similar dropping trend, however, the mean velocities obtained from these two experiment are distinctly different, as shown in Fig. 6 , the mean velocities in our experiment are noticeably larger than that of Seyfried [7] . It is supposed that the difference may be caused by body size difference, while few simulation studies discuss the body size difference. Therefore, in the simulation, we change the body size b to see whether it is the factor of the difference. It is noted that the body size here is not only include the body size difference in physiology, but also the space need difference in psychology, which may also reflects culture difference.
In the experiments, the mean velocity is derived from the person passing the measured section, i.e., the mean value of each person's velocity when she/he passing the measured section. In the simulation, we define the mean velocity as the mean value of each person's velocity at each time step, and each simulation data in Fig. 6 is the stable value of the mean velocities. From Fig. 6 , it is can be seen that the simulation results agree with the experiment well. It is also noticeable that simulation with larger body size agree with Seyfried's result and simulation with smaller body size is coincident with our experiment, which verifies the body size has a significant effect on the mean velocity.
Conclusions
In this paper, we attempt to use a simple velocity-headway relation to describe the pedestrian following behavior in the single-file passageway. We do nonlinear curve fitting to the experiment data and obtain a good form of the velocityheadway relation. Referring to the ideas of car-following models, we use the velocity-headway relation as the fundamental optimal velocity function and then adopt the optimal velocity model to study the pedestrian following behavior. Linear stability analyses give the phase diagram of the distance headway-sensitivity. To verify the applicability of the model for pedestrian following behavior, corresponding simulations are executed and the fundamental diagrams of the mean velocities are compared with the results of experiments carried out in China and Germany. Simulation result also verifies the different physiological body sizes or psychological space requirements will have significant influence on the mean velocity.
This work is a try to adopt traffic model to modelling pedestrian movement behavior. Therefore, the crucial step is to calibrate the basic velocity function in the traffic model with pedestrian velocity-headway data. For better understanding the pedestrian following behavior, the velocity-headway relation need subtly describing with more experiment data and experiments in different countries with different cultures are suggested. It is hoped for that this study would be useful for the evaluation of pedestrian movement in public buildings or egress passageways and the development of evacuation models.
